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Data Environment

Extract
Transform

Load

Data storage

Visualization generation
Data collection

Data warehouse

Data preparation

Data analysis

Results integration

Visualizations account for 
only ~10% of the process.
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Overview

The past is data-driven:
§ mostly Excel (or reporting tools like Cognos)

§ mostly numbers, tables and non-interactive graphs

§ distributed on desktop computers, by email, in
PowerPoint presentation

§ static, mostly backwards looking (lagging indicators)

§ KPIs and dashboards were somewhat contrived
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Overview

The future is story-driven:
§ new tools: Power BI, Tableau, Qlickview, Shiny, etc.

§ mostly visualizations, occasional numbers and tables

§ distributed on the web (internal and external)

§ dynamic and both backwards and forwards looking 
(leading and lagging indicators)

§ data for everyone
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Seconds Hours

Infographics/Data Viz

Dashboards

Reports and Exploration

Data Art

Defining Context

Fraction of HourMinutes
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Dashboards

A dashboard is any visual display of data used to monitor conditions and/or
facilitate understanding.

Examples:
§ interactive display that allows people to explore motor insurance claims by city, province,

driver age, etc.

§ PDF showing key audit metrics that gets e-mailed to a Department’s DG on a weekly basis.

§ wall-mounted screen that shows call centre statistics in real-time.

§ mobile app that allow hospital administrators to review wait times on an hourly- and daily-
basis for the current year and the previous year.

[Wexler, Shaffer, Cotgreave, The Big Book of Dashboards]
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Some Questions To Consider
In a car’s dashboard, a small number of key indicators (speed, gasoline level,
etc.) need to be understood at a glance. Dashboard designs that do not take
these characteristics under consideration have catastrophic consequences.

The following questions need to be answered prior to the dashboard being
designed:
§ who is the dashboard’s consumer?

§ what story does the dashboard tell?

§ what data (categories) will be used?

§ what will appear on the dashboard?

§ how can the dashboard help the consumer?
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Dashboard Design Guidelines

Nick Smith suggests the following 6 Golden Rules:
§ Consider the audience (who are you trying to inform? does the DG really need to know

that the servers are operating at 88% capacity?)

§ Select the right type of dashboard (operational, strategic/executive, analytical)

§ Group data logically, use space wisely (split functional areas: product, sales/marketing,
finance, people, etc.)

§ Make the data relevant to the audience (scope and reach of data, different dashboards
for different departments, etc.)

§ Avoid cluttering the dashboard (present the most important metrics only)

§ Refresh your data at the right frequency (real-time, daily, weekly, monthly, etc. )

[https://www.geckoboard.com/blog/building-great-dashboards-6-golden-rules-to-successful-dashboard-design, article removed]
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Dashboard Types

Exploration: using visualizations as a
tool to explore/understand the data
§ high level of interactivity

§ high level of detail

§ all aspects of data should be represented 
(tables, columns, calculations etc.)

§ no annotations or explanations required
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Dashboard Types

Storybook: using visualizations as a tool
to explain the data and communicate the
story
§ low level of interactivity

§ low level of detail

§ key aspects of data should be represented

§ annotations and explanations drive the “story”
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Dashboard Types

Situational Awareness: using visualizations
as a tool to provide a snapshot of the data
§ medium level of interactivity

§ not “scripted” but well organized (e.g., 
categorized)

§ summary data should be represented

§ anomalies are highlighted

§ often used for internal presentations
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[https://dashboard.edmonton.ca]Session 2
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Suggested 
Reading
Dashboards
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Data Understanding, Data Analysis, Data Science
Data Visualization and Data Exploration 

Introduction to Dashboards
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Exercises
Dashboards
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1. In teams or individually, identify a few data visualizations
that appeal to you. What is the story being told by the
visualization? What kind of data is needed to build these
visualizations?

2. In teams or individually, identify work scenarios for which
data visualization could prove useful. What insight could
be drawn from such visualizations? Would such
visualizations get a buy-in from your
supervisors/employers? How much work would be
required to get from design to completion? Are the
obstacles mostly of a technical nature? Related to data
procurement?

3. Consider the following dashboards. Can you figure out,
at a glance, who their audience is? What are their types?
Their strengths and limitations? How could you improve
them?
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